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I am Debra Bernales
Honed by a decade of experience in the fashion industry, Deb is an enthusiast of ‘effortlessly-

chic’ fashion. She believes that taste is instinctive and that true mastery of style demands 

minimal effort. In her youth, she was exposed to the arts by her mother by attending 

international design competitions and exhibits.

She has a wide range of expertise in the craft. She started styling in 2006 for various print 

magazines for Summit Media and Hinge Inquirer Publications. She later ventured unto TV 

production and its industry, styling for many notable local celebrities on primetime shows at ABS-

CBN in the metro. 

Often dubbed as a “rebel”, she isn’t afraid to explore and experiment when it comes to fashion. 

Innovation and creativity is her signature on every project that she engages in which results to a 

vibrant, energetic and fun work activity.

Her credo is: “Clothes shape people…and by dressing good, you’re already visibly charismatic 

and halfway to being the best version of yourself. It ostensibly boosts your identity and self-

image so you can be who you want to be.”

About
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Television
Styling and Costume Design
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“

Style is an expression of who you 
are and personal style is 

equivalent to one’s personality 
trait. It speaks volumes of a 
person’s character. On film, 
character styling is a way to 

convey a message to the audience.
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Film
Costume Design
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Recent TVCs [Advertorials]

◉ Fit N Right Active 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKuWXFUWIkU

◉ Buscopan Venus 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zufn4RSeXb0

◉ Belo Intensive Whitening BB Cream Spray 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpJFpNm7G6E

◉ Milo #beatenergygap
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnIpG7E3eOQ

◉ Levi’s #shapemyworld #womenempowerment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0Dq0E4Qa34

◉ Jasmine Curtis for www.iamclaire.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fL4CLIG9yMk
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http://www.iamclaire.com/


Inspiration is when you’re able 
to influence through your ART.
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Editorials
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Editorials
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Editorials



More 
Fashion.
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Music Videos & 
Bands
Styling
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+639171450612

Contact Information

WEBSITE: www.debrabernales.com

EMAIL: debra.bernales@gmail.com

FACEBOOK: Debra Bernales
INSTAGRAM: @debrabernales
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